Response to Comment Letter I80

Mark Haworth
February 18, 2014

I80-1  This comment is introductory in nature and does not raise an environmental issue.

I80-2  See response to comment I77-1.

I80-3  See response to comment I77-2.

I80-4  See response to comment I77-3.
The County of San Diego acknowledges the commenter’s opposition to the Proposed Project and their support of the No Project Alternative. The environmental issues raised in this comment were addressed throughout the Draft Program Environmental Impact Report. The information in this comment will be provided in the Final Program Environmental Impact Report for review and consideration by the decision makers. Please also refer to common response TRAF-1 concerning potential physical deterioration of local roadways during construction.

unique landscape has to offer. It would be a real tragedy to sacrifice this beautiful rural backcountry area for another large scale industrial project in the name of Green Energy. It's anything but Green when you consider the significant environmental impacts it will have.

I oppose this Project as it is just too close to homes, destroys the rural character of Boulevard, will deplete the water supply, reflection and glare from the units, poor location sight being in a flood plain, substandard narrow Ribbonwood Road as access path, significant impacts to the natural environment and wildlife, and the impact it will have on the adjacent residents quality of life and property values, and the placement of a large scale industrial project in a wildfire prone area.

For all these reasons, I support the NO PROJECT alternative listed in the Soitec Pier.

I urge you to take an ethical stand, and take the above reasons into account and turn down this project and keep the San Diego backcountry for future generations to enjoy.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Mark Haworth
2597 Ribbonwood Road
Boulevard, CA 91905
619-609-9465
markhaworth@sbcglobal.net